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ABSTRACT This paper focuses on the design of insulating materials candidate from DC-supply applications, proposing viable solutions that may increase the defect-tolerance of an insulation system and avoid
the presence of highly energetic phenomena, specifically partial discharges, which can cause premature
insulation breakdown. It is shown that, in principle, polymeric materials for DC insulation can be structured,
possibly through nanotechnology, to avoid partial discharge inception in steady state even in UHVDC cables
and high-field design insulation systems, which would exclude partial discharge degradation from the aging
factors that can affect insulation reliability and life. This approach may provide basic tools to design DC
insulation having electro-thermal life and reliability of virtually unlimited extent, thus of so-called PD-phobic
materials.
INDEX TERMS Cables, electro-thermal life, HVDC, insulation reliability, nano-filled materials, partial
discharge (PD), partial discharge inception voltage (PDIV), polymeric materials.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electrical insulation is a key component for the reliability of
any electrical apparatus because it is the primary cause of
premature breakdown, thus the main factor associated with
apparatus life and reliability, as well as safety. Increasing life
and reliability and optimizing design to reach minimum insulation volume have impact on insulating material properties
and manufacturing processes.
The electro-thermal design of an electrical insulation stems
from data obtained from accelerated life testing performed
in laboratory, and it uses probabilistic models to extrapolate
the specified life at some levels of stresses that the insulation
will have to withstand during operation [1]. Unfortunately,
a number of elements can affect insulation reliability, causing premature failures. Those can be addressed to manufacturing, on-field commissioning and, particularly, the rising
harsh electromagnetic environment that insulation systems
are going to meet in service. Indeed, he presence of defects
and/or unexpected types of supply waveforms differing from
the sinusoidal AC supply may incept highly energetic degradation phenomena and increase drastically aging rate [2]–[6].

Examples of supply voltage waveforms which are rapidly
replacing/overlapping to AC sinusoidal are those provided by
power electronics (including AC/DC and AC/AC converters),
and DC which are becoming more and more common not
only in HV transmission, but also in HV and MV renewable
links and MV supply of transport vehicles.
Electric life behavior in AC and DC, design field and relevant partial discharge inception voltage, PDIV, are discussed
in Sections 2 and 3, highlighting how the field magnitude
in insulation and defects may differ between AC and DC,
depending on material properties and temperature. This may
activate PD at significantly different voltage and field levels,
in the same defect, whether the insulation system is supplied
in AC or DC. In section 4, the dependence of PDIV on
material properties is modelled. It provides a drive for the
development of insulating materials having the purpose to
operate below PDIV in DC steady state, even with defects that
might be able to incept partial discharges. In this way, the concept of PD-phobic materials for DC applications is introduced
for the first time as an electrical insulation property.
II. LIFE AND DESIGN FIELD IN ELECTRICAL INSULATION

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Shashi Poddar
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In AC the electrical field in cavities or defects inside insulation depends on the permittivity ratio. For a flat cavity,
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the amplification factor is given approximately by [7]:
fAC =

Ec
εrb
=
Eb
εrc

(1)

where εrc and εrb are relative permittivity and Ec and Eb are
electric field, in cavity and insulating material, respectively.
For a cavity containing gas and a typical polymer for HV
insulation, fAC can be about 2, thus the field in air is two
times that in insulation. Since permittivity is almost invariant
with temperature, and almost a constant for a broad range of
materials used as electrical insulation (e.g. εrb = 2.1-3.5), the
field in a defect does not vary significantly with temperature
and it is characteristic of categories of insulating materials.
In DC the situation is drastically different, because the field
in a defect depends on conductivity, γ , and the amplification
factor for a flat cavity is:
fDC =

γb
Ec
=
Eb
γc

(2)

Insulating materials can be modified easily (changing base
compound, blend, adding nanofillers) to vary conductivity
(but not permittivity) even of orders of magnitude. As the
electric field in cavities or defects depends on conductivity
ratio, the more the conductivity in an insulating material is
smaller than that of the medium in the cavity, the lower the
electric field in the cavity will be. Unlike permittivity, conductivity displays broad variation with temperature, T , and,
to minor extent, with electric field, E [8], [9]. Equation (3) is
often used to describe an exponential temperature and field
dependence of conductivity is:
γ (T , E) = γ0 exp(α(T − T0 )) exp (β (E − E0 ))

(3)

where γ0 is the conductivity at a reference temperature T0
(in ◦ C) and a reference electric field E0 (in kV/mm). The
temperature dependence of conductivity is delivered by the
temperature coefficient α (in ◦ C−1 ) whereas β (in mm/kV)
represents the field dependency coefficient.
Design of an insulation systems is generally made resorting
to accelerated life tests on objects as much representative as
possible of the final product, applying then simple models
to extrapolate to design filed and life, at selected failure
probability, and to adapt the dimensions to the product size
(dimensional or size effect [1], [9]). The most typical model
used to extrapolate test data and determine the design electric
field is the inverse power law, which is inserted in a probabilistic framework using the Weibull distribution (valid for
electrothermal and mechanical stress). The resulting probabilistic life model, for electric stress, linearized by log-log
transformation, has expression [10], [11]:

log tF,P = log (KP )+log (tR ) − n log (E)+n log (ER ) (4)

where P is failure probability, KP = − log (1 − P)1/βt ,
tF (or L), is life, ER is a reference electric field, tR the
corresponding life, and n is the voltage endurance coefficient,
VEC. Often, ER coincides with the higher test field, that is
the initial breakdown field (electric strength) of the insulation
VOLUME 8, 2020

FIGURE 1. Thermo-electrical threshold life lines: experimental results
(from XLPE specimens) and fitting to life model (5). Failure probability
63.2%. Test temperatures 20 and 90◦ C. After [14].

system, i.e. ER = ES . This life model holds at a constant temperature. The design field of an insulation system,
ED , can be then estimated for the requested failure probability, P, operating temperature and life (LD ).
Compatibly with the maximum allowable dimension for
the electrical apparatus (e.g. HV cable), insulation can be
designed to provide any chosen life at fixed reliability (R =
1 − P). It is common experience that cables taken from
service after decades of operation do not show any significant
aging effect, and the same holds for other electrical apparatus,
as transformers or generators [12], [13]. This leads to speculate that:
- The insulation design field is generally conservative,
which means that there is the possibility of extremely
long electro-thermal life
- Breakdown, including premature failure, is mostly due
to defects embedded in insulation as a result of manufacturing, assembly and/or installation processes.
Supporting the speculation of a conservative design, it is
shown in [14] that accelerated life tests can be modelled
according to (from (4)):



E − ET
log tF,P = log (KP ) + log (tR ) − n log
(5)
ER − ET
where ET is the electrical threshold, indicating possible
threshold values for cross-linked (XLPE) cables in the interval 12 to 8 kV/mm in the insulation temperature range 20 to
90◦ C, see Fig. 1. Hence, it may likely occur that choosing a
design field from the linear extrapolation of the inverse power
model, referring to (4), can provide values of field which are,
indeed, below the threshold for electrical aging (depending
on insulating material and manufacturing technology).
In addition to that, thermal aging is generally lower
than that considered for the design, due to thermal cycling
which establishes a mean temperature lower than the thermal
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FIGURE 2. Evidence of life reduction due to partial discharge occurrence
for enameled wires aged under AC voltage, at high frequency (10 kHz),
without and with PD. The life points have failure probability 63.2%. The
value of the voltage endurance coefficients, VEC, that is, n in (4) are
reported.

class, and the fact that the latter is generally underestimated [15], [16].
III. PARTIAL DISCHARGE INCEPTION IN DC AND AC
AND IMPACT ON AGING RATE

A factor which can accelerate drastically insulation aging,
thus causing premature breakdown, is partial discharges, PD.
They are highly energetic electronic avalanches occurring
in cavities or low-density defects present in an insulation,
and mostly unavoidable due to manufacturing or assembling
processes of electrical insulation systems [8], [17].
The effect of PD is increasing the aging rate at the defect
location, so that the slope of the life line is significantly
affected and life is shortened [18], [19]. As an example,
Fig. 2 reports experimental results of life tests, fitted to
model (4), performed without and with the presence of PD,
under AC sinusoidal voltage at 10 kHz. The former tests
were made in insulating oil, to avoid PD, the latter in air.
As can be seen, the voltage endurance coefficient, n in (4),
is halved when PD occur, i.e. goes from 8.7 to 4.5, which
can cause dramatic life reduction compared to design life
(e.g. in Fig. 2 life decreases of 5 orders of magnitude at 2 kVPP
if PD occur). It can be expected that under DC the aging rate
due to PD will be lower than under AC, due to the much lower
repetition rate of DC PD, thus the decrease of n will be less
significant, but PD will anyway affect life duration also under
DC [20].
An approximate, deterministic estimate of the partial discharge inception field in a cavity embedded in an insulation
is given by, [21]:
 

V
8.6
(6)
Ei = 25.2p 1 + √
m
2pr
where r is the cavity radius (or height) and p is the gas
pressure inside the cavity. However, PD phenomena have
41884

stochastic nature associated to the availability of a free electron and recombination path [20], but (6) can provide a valuable estimate of a minimum PD inception condition.
Hence, partial discharge inception voltage depends on
cavity size, cavity medium (generally air) and its pressure,
besides insulation thickness and geometry. Under AC the
only way to increase PDIV in an insulation is to reduce
defect size. Actually, PDIVAC could be increased changing
the medium in the defect/cavity injecting a matter having
higher permittivity than air, or increasing gas pressure, but
this is beyond insulating material development. Referring to
DC, (2) indicates that the smaller the conductivity in the
insulating material, the lower the electric field in the cavity and, thus, the higher the electric field for PD ignition,
i.e. PDIVDC .
Expressions for PDIVAC and PDIVDC , and their ratio, can
be simply obtained resorting to the classic equivalent circuit
generally used to describe PD occurrence (abc circuit), and
assuming a deterministic discharge process, [22], [23]:
|Zc (ω)|
Rb + Rc
PDIV DC
=
.
|Zb (ω)| + |Zc (ω)|
PDIV AC
Rc

(7)

where Z and R are the impedance and the resistance representing the capacitive and resistive characteristics of the
cavity (suffix c) and the insulation (suffix b) in their lumped
element model [22]. At power frequency (50 or 60 Hz),
the effect of insulation and cavity gas resistance can be
neglected with respect to capacitance, hence (7) becomes:
PDIV DC
εrb γb hc +γ c (hs − hc )
=
.
PDIV AC
γb εrb hc + εrc (hs − hc )

(8)

being hs the insulation thickness and hc the height of the
cylindrical cavity embedded in the insulation.
The ratio between PDIVDC and PDIVAC , calculated
from (8), is reported in Fig. 3 as a function of temperature,
for different values of γ0 and α (refer to (3)) whereas air
conductivity is assumed to be constant. Fig. 3 refers to results
obtained for a multi-layer specimen made by three crosslinked polyethylene, XLPE, layers, where the one in the middle is punctured, and having a cylindrical cavity with mean
height hc = 400 µm. It can be seen that, depending on γ0 and
α, PDIVDC can become significantly higher than PDIVAC
at any operation temperature, but also lower. Specifically,
the smaller the conductivity and the temperature coefficient
α, the higher PDIVDC will be compared to PDIVAC , as a
function of temperature.
A simplified expression can be derived from (8) where the
dependence on cavity size can be exploited. It must be highlighted that since defect dimensions are generally unknown
in insulation, the ratio between the measured PDIVAC and
PDIVDC can provide indication on cavity dimensions. This
will be a fundamental information for insulation system
design and manufacturing technology, as well as for material
development. Considering reasonable limits for permittivity
and conductivity ratios, and cavity size (i.e. cavity height
VOLUME 8, 2020
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FIGURE 3. Ratio of PDIVDC to PDIVAC as function of temperature,
(a) varying γ0 with constant temperature coefficient (α = 0.04 ◦ C−1 ) or
(b) at constant γ0 (γ0 = 1.72E-15 [S/m]), for a specific defect size.
(hc = 400 µm). Equation (8).

cannot exceed the thickness of the entire specimen):
1
εrc
=
≤1
εrb
fAC
γc
1
γ =
=
γb
fDC
hc
h=
<1
hs
ε=

IV. MATERIAL DESIGN FOR A PD-PHOBIC
ELECTRICAL INSULATION

Equation (8) can be rewritten as:
PDIV DC
=
PDIV AC

hc
hs −hc
hc
hs −hc

+
+

γc
γb
εrc
εrb

=

h
1−h
h
1−h

+γ
+ε

=

h (1 − γ ) + γ
h (1 − ε) + ε

(9)

Equation (9) is a function of the three variables: h, ε and γ ,
so that some inference on cavity size can be obtained from
the PDIV ratio. Fig. 4 shows an example where the PDIV
ratio is represented as a function of temperature and for
various defect thicknesses, according to (9). It is noteworthy
that increasing temperature PDIVDC decreases because of
the increase of insulation conductivity (refer to (3)). The
VOLUME 8, 2020

temperature dependence of PDIVAC is negligible, according
to the approximate model considered here, but the dependence of PDIVDC on cavity thickness becomes less and less
significant as long as conductivity is low. This seems quite
interesting in the light of DC insulation system design. A kind
of forgiveness in terms of defect size seems, indeed, envisaged for DC supply.
Even if the above mathematical description has the inherent weakness to treat a stochastic phenomenon like PD by a
deterministic approach, it can provide a clear picture of what
it can be expected regarding PD inception under DC steady
state. It must be highlighted that materials play a fundamental role in minimizing the possibility of PD occurrence in
defects of a DC insulation (in steady state). Fig. 3, indeed,
indicates that even relatively small reduction of conductivity
can increase significantly PDIVDC and its ratio to PDIVAC .
Thus, an insulation system which may suffer PD under AC
due to defects, can become PD-phobic under steady-state DC,
that is, operate below the inception of PD even at high design
electric fields and in the presence of cavities of considerable
dimensions.
It is noteworthy that this does not mean that the insulation
system will not suffer PD at all during life if designed below
PDIVDC . Indeed, since during voltage transients (such as
energization and voltage polarity inversion) the electric field
in a defect will be driven by permittivity, as under AC, and
it will be dependent fully on conductivity only in steady
state [24]–[26]. Hence, if the design field of a DC insulation
is larger than PDIVAC , PD may occur during transients in
insulation defects. Since the duration of a transient is proportional to the ratio of permittivity to conductivity, the smaller
the conductivity, the longer the transient, thus the time at
which electric field will be permittivity-driven and PD can
potentially occur. Hence, while DC insulation can be operated
most of the life in the absence of PD, some PD can occur
during each transient. Those should therefore be limited in
number as much as possible or, otherwise, design must take
into account the potential small amount of life reduction that
each transient can subtract to operation life upon PD inception. As an example, the cumulative aging model described
in [27] could be used for this estimation.

The concept of PD-phobic insulation brings to design and
tailoring of insulating materials for DC insulation. They can
be modified purposely depending on the use, i.e. under permanent DC, in the presence of numerous transients, or even
in the case, as forecasted by Flexible-DC approach, where the
insulation can be submitted alternatively to AC or DC fields.
In any of the above conditions, materials can be optimized
to raise as much as possible the threshold for PD inception
and forgiveness to the presence of defects in the insulation.
Materials as XLPE can be modified to considerably vary
conductivity (as reported also by recent patents [28], [29]),
but the highest capability to modify conductivity comes from
41885
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TABLE 1. Mean values of conductivity after 24 h polarization at
30 kV/mm and 20◦ C, its temperature coefficient α (refer to (3)), and
dielectric strength for two types of base polypropylene compounds
(PP1 and PP2), and three types of nanofilled materials, i.e. PP1N1,
PP1N2 and PP2N1.

FIGURE 5. Experimental and estimated values of PDIVDC/PDIVAC for
multi-layer specimens made of PP1, PP1N1, PP1N2, PP2 and PP2N1 at
20 and 60◦ C (Table 1) (refer to (8) and (3)). The defect had radius 3.5 mm
and average height 400 µm. Due to the high values of DC PD at 20◦ C it
was not possible to apply a large enough voltage during PDIV testing of
PP1 and PP2N1 materials, thus the corresponding experimental values
could not be reported in this Fig.

FIGURE 4. Variation of PDIVDC/PDIVAC with cavity thickness, hc , as a
function of temperature, according to (9) for a constant temperature
coefficient α = 0.04 ◦ C−1 . (a) γ0 = 1.72E-16 [S/m], (b) γ0 = 1.72E-15 [S/m]
and (c) γ0 = 1.72E-14 [S/m]).

materials as polypropylene (PP) that are compounded, and
the addition of nanofillers, which can grade the value of
conductivity and its thermoelectrical dependence for any specific purpose.
41886

Table 1 reports data from two types of PP compounds,
PP1 and PP2, which have been nanostructured with the addition of 1% wt (PP1N1 and PP2N1) and 2% wt (PP1N2) silica
nanofiller [30].
The tested specimens consisted of press-molded slabs with
a thickness of 0.4 mm (average value). All specimens were
dried for 24h in a vacuum oven at 80◦ C before testing.
PDIV measurements were performed, both under AC and
DC voltage, using three-layer specimens where the central
layer had a punctured hole which could be varied in dimensions, i.e. radius and height. The latter variation was obtained
changing the central layer.
Fig. 5 reports the results of PDIVDC to PDIVAC ratio for
PP1 and PP2, as well as for the three nanofilled materials
(PP1N1, PP1N2 and PP2N1), at 20 and 60◦ C, compared with
the estimation from the model of (8) and (3). The defect had
a radius of 3.5 mm and an average height of 400 µm.
VOLUME 8, 2020
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As can be seen, there is a good fitting between model
and experimental results, even if the experimental values of
PDIVDC for PP1 and PP2N1 could not be obtained at 20◦ C
(too high-test voltage). On the whole, it comes out clearly that
materials having lower conductivity always feature a higher
PDIVDC value (or PDIVDC /PDIVAC ratio), even when the
defect is significantly large. They can tend to the concept
of ‘‘PD-phobic’’ materials. This holds also under full load,
as long as the temperature coefficient, α, is low. However,
when α is increased, the advantage of a very low reference
conductivity (γ0 ) is lost, and the PDIVDC drops considerably: see e.g. PP1N2. Specifically, the addition of nanofillers
reduces both conductivity and the temperature coefficient,
α, in PP2N1, which displays very large values of the ratio
between PDIVDC and PDIVAC even at high temperatures.
This material would, therefore, become an interesting candidate to manufacture PD-free cables, in DC steady state, even
in the presence of significantly large defects.
V. CONCLUSIONS

Is there any chance to go towards long-time lasting organic
electric insulation if operated without partial discharges?
According to forensic evidence, HV cables and transformers
designed in the ’70 keep working after 40 years without any
need for maintenance actions, due to thermal and electrical
stresses lower than the ones considered in their design (perhaps smaller than threshold stresses). Both the presence of a
threshold, and the likely change of the prevailing electrical
degradation mechanism close to design field, will translate
into a final design of an insulation system which is generally very conservative. Therefore, reducing or eliminating
the impact of highly energetic phenomena, as PD, during
operating life may bring to very significant extension of life of
DC insulation systems compared to the present design criteria
or, in other terms, allow DC insulation systems to withstand
electrothermal stress for many decades.
According to the model presented in the paper, if insulation
materials can be modified to reduce their conductivity
at the design field and maximum operating temperature,
steady-state partial discharge inception voltage becomes
significantly higher than the nominal voltages practically
reached even with UHVDC transmissions. The dependence
of PDIV on defect size can be hampered though an appropriate choice of the insulating material properties, highlighting that working on material design and technology is a
must to obtain a new generation of MV and HV DC insulation systems that display high reliability and design electric field. This fits to the trend towards high-specific power
electrical apparatus, which is becoming common not only
in HV or UHV, but also in MV, especially in electrified
transport.
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